To assemble your cipher wheel:
1. Cut out the two disks
2. Poke a hole in the center of each disk
3. Place the smaller disk on top of the larger disk and attach the two together using a paper fastener, push pin, etc.
Secret Messages

Use the cipher wheel to decode the following messages:

Hints

• Some of the most frequent three-letter words are: THE, AND, FOR, ARE, BUT and YOU
• The only one-letter words are A and I.
• If a three-letter word repeats in close proximity, it is likely AND or THE.
• The most common double letter is LL.
• If many words end in the same letter, it is likely E.

1. XWUH CQXBN FQX MJAN CX OJRU PANJCUH
   LJW NENA JLRQENEN PANJCUH

2. AL LSCWK S YJWSL VWSD GX TJSNWJQ LG
   KLSFV MH LG GMJ WFWEAWK, TML BMKL SK
   EMUZ LG KLSFV MH LG GMJ XJAWFVK

3. SGD FQDZSDRS CHRBNUDQX NE ZKK SHLD HR
   SGZS Z ODQRNM BZM BGZMFD GHR ETSTQD
   AX LDQDKX BGZMFHM F GHR ZSSHSTCD

Create Your Own Secret Message!